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Endodontic surgery with simultaneous root canal filling: case report
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Abstract

Introduction: Endodontic surgery is an excellent alternative for solving problems unsolved by conventional treatments and/or root canal retreatment. Objective: This study aims to report a clinical case of an endodontic surgery with simultaneous root canal filling. Case report: The left mandibular lateral incisor (#32) showed constant exudation even after root canal instrumentation and many changes of calcium hydroxide paste as intracanal medication. So, the treatment’s option was the endodontic surgery with simultaneous root canal filling for removing the periapical lesion. After the root canal filling, the curettage and apical plasty were made and the bone cavity was filled with calcium sulfate. Histopathological examination pointed out a periapical cyst. Conclusion: Endodontic surgery with simultaneous root canal filling of the tooth #32 was successful, once the patient did not exhibited any clinical symptoms, the exudate disappeared, and radiographically, it can be observed the formation of bone repair. The time of follow-up was of four months.
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Introduction

The treatment indicated for endodontic lesions with or without involving the apex is root canal treatment. When facing failure, endodontic retreatment is the option of choice, but not even this is a viable approach [8, 11].

Endodontic surgery is an excellent alternative for solving problems unsolved by conventional treatment and/or retreatment of root canals and it is indicated in cases of maintenance of chronic periapical inflammation, with large radiolucent apical, restrict crown accesses up to root apex, post and core that cannot be removed, perforation, fracture of apical third, and impossibility of root canal filling due to constant exudation [2, 10].

Among the surgical approaches most used in Endodontics, it can be cited: curettage with apical planning or apical plasty; apicoectomy, apicoectomy with retrograde obturation; and endodontic surgery with simultaneous root canal filling [1, 2, 8, 17].

Endodontic surgery with simultaneous root canal filling aims to solve cases in which large chronic apical lesions with presence of persistent inflammatory exudate are maintained even after the good root canal shaping, many changes of calcium hydroxide intracanal medication, and with adjuvant antibiotics therapy, hindering the case conclusion [3, 20].

Kuga et al. [10] emphasized that endodontic surgery with simultaneous root canal filling has as main advantage the obtainment of optimum apical sealing, once the exposed apex makes easy the direct visualization of gutta-percha point adaptation, in addition to a single-appointment treatment which simplifies the phases of conventional endodontic therapy.

This technique contraindications are the impossibility of previous debridement, presence of acute inflammation and inaccessibility to root apex [3, 10, 11].

Thus, this study aimed to report a clinical case in which endodontic surgery was executed with simultaneous root canal filling to demonstrate both the technique and operative steps and treatment success.

Case report

A Caucasian female patient, aged 53 years, was referred to the Dental Clinics of the institution (UniEvangélica). An endodontic treatment of tooth #32 had been performed for the last 6 months, comprising root canal shaping with apical stop constructed with the aid of size #30 file and 12 changes of intracanal medication composed of calcium hydroxide + distilled water paste (at every 15 days). Notwithstanding, root canal filling was not possible because of the exudate presence. In the light of this, endodontic surgery with simultaneous obturation of root canal was chosen.

At clinical examination, patient reported sensitivity to palpation. Radiographic examination showed a large radiolucent area involving all four mandibular incisors (figure 1).

One hour prior to surgery, the patient took amoxicillin 875 mg (Aché Laboratórios Farmacêuticos, Guarulhos, São Paulo, Brazil). Antibiotics prophylaxis was performed because the root canal still presented persistent exudation indicating the high content of microorganisms.

The patient was submitted to local anesthesia of the inferior alveolar nerve complemented by infiltrative anesthesia of the area with articaine hydrochloride 4% with epinephrine 1:100,000 (Articaine, DFL Indústria e Comércio, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil). A trapezoid incision was performed on the papilla (Neuman & Novak) with the aid of no. #15 C scalpel blade (Embramac, Itajaí, Santa Catarina, Brazil), from left to right mandibular canine (figure 2).
After bone osteotomy, the periapical lesion was clearly evidenced and was carefully removed with the aid of no. #11.5 dentin curette (Golgran Indústria e Comércio de Instrumentos Odontológicos Ltda., São Paulo, Brazil) and no. #5/6 Gracey curette (Golgran Indústria e Comércio de Instrumentos Odontológicos Ltda., São Paulo, Brazil). The lesion was completely removed and sent to histopathological analysis which pointed out an apical periodontal cyst (figura 5).

The flap divulsion evidenced a small bone cavity that was enlarged through osteotomy with the aid of Weldstaed, Mini Ochsebein and Ochsebein chisels (figures 3 and 4).

After the cleaning of bone cavity, root canal treatment was initiated by executing apical foramen debridement with size #15, #20 and #25 files aiming at promoting the cleaning of all root canal length (figure 6).
Root canal was again shaped, and apical stop was constructed with the aid of size #40 file and progressive step-backing up to size #55 file. Root canal filling was performed with the aid of gutta-percha points and endodontic sealer Endofill (Dentsply Indústria e Comércio Ltda., Petrópolis, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil), through lateral condensation (figure 7).

![Figure 7 - Root canal filling through lateral condensation technique](image)

Following, gutta-percha points were cut and apically condensed with the aid of Paiva’s plugger so that the filling material was contained only inside root canal, at 1.0 mm shorter of radiographic apex, which is the ideal position for root filling end. Also, we performed the apical plasty of all teeth exposed during surgery with the aid of an Bramante’s apical file. To fill the surgical cavity, calcium sulphate + saline solution was used (Laboratório Farmacêutico Arboreto, Juiz de Fora, Minas Gerais, Brazil).

![Figure 8 - Surgical cavity filling with calcium sulphate](image)

Simple suture points were performed and next, surgical cement was used to protect the suture. Nimesulide 100 mg (Aché Laboratórios Farmacêuticos, Guarulhos, São Paulo, Brazil) for three days and amoxicillin 500 mg (Aché Laboratórios Farmacêuticos, Guarulhos, São Paulo, Brasil) for seven days were prescribed. Suture was removed after seven days. Tooth crown was restored 15 days after surgery.

After 4 months, a follow-up radiograph was performed (figure 9). Both initial and follow-up radiographs were taken with the aid of radiographic positioner aiming at providing safeness and reliability to following-up procedure.

![Figure 9 - Follow-up radiograph: four months post-operative](image)

**Discussion**

Many authors [3, 4, 8, 9, 11] reported that endodontic surgery has very precise indications, that is, for cases in which endodontic treatment failed in solving problems in the apex and clinical symptomatology (pain and fistula) and bone rarefaction were still present.

The option for the trapezoid incision on the papilla (Neuman & Novak) is justified because of the large lesion and a triangular incision could make difficult to access and remove the lesion. According to Bramante and Berbert [4], a trapezoid incision on the papilla has the following advantages: excellent access to surgical field, visualization of all root length, and it is very difficult that this incision type is over the surgical cavity.
Flap divulsion was executed according to propose by Bramante and Berbert [4] and Leonardo and Leal [11], that is, it initiated at the junction of the horizontal and vertical incisions so that no damage was caused to the tissue and to enable the correct flap positioning during the suture procedure.

This present clinical case corroborates the affirmation of Kuga et al. [10] that the endodontic surgery with simultaneous root canal obturation is an important resource to be employed with indication for cases in which conventional endodontic treatment prognosis is doubtful, emphasizing the presence of persistent exudate. Moreover, this present clinical case is in agreement with the studies of Friedman [6] and Guimarães et al. [8], in which endodontic surgery should only be instituted after all possibilities of conventional endodontic treatment have been tried.

Still according to many authors [6, 8, 13, 18], the surgical exposure of the apex makes easy root canal biomechanics; enables a more effective obturation through strong condensation without worrying about filling material extravasation; and the completely removal of the pathologic material from the apex results in a canal free of exudation, allowing the complete obturation and regeneration of the support tissue.

Among the materials employed for the filling of the surgical cavity, according to Pinto et al. [16], autogenous bone is the gold standard material because is composed of tissues of the own individual and it is the only material providing live immunocompatible bone cells, essential for phase I osteogenesis, accounting for the proliferation of bone cells, especially from the osteoid. Notwithstanding, autogenous bone graft is difficult to obtain, and other material types have been used, such as xenogenous grafts (e.g.: bovine bone matrix) and alloplastic grafts, as calcium sulphate. The rationale behind the filling of the surgical cavity with a solid paste of calcium sulphate + saline solution took into consideration the characteristics of this material: to be resorbable, biocompatible, osteoconductive; to stimulate bone neoformation; to be hemostatic; to act as a barrier in guided tissue regeneration against the formation of both conjunctive and epithelial tissue; to be of easy handling; and to decrease the surgical time [2, 5, 14-16, 19].

Concerning to post-operative progress, Howe [9] stated that, generally, the patient should be followed-up at the first week after surgery and a periapical radiograph should be taken to evidence the periapical condition of the tooth at the immediate follow-up appointment. Radiographs at every three, six, 12 and 24 post-surgical months are important to determine the amount and speed of bone regeneration. In this present clinical case, the follow-up period was of 120 days (four months), at where the decreasing of the radiolucent area could be noted, evidenced the bone repair process.

**Conclusion**

Based on both the literature and the clinical case presented, it could be concluded that the endodontic surgery when well indicated and performed has a very favorable prognosis, because it eliminates the infection inside root canal, enabling root canal obturation, which consequently eliminates the infection in the periapical area, allowing bone neoformation.
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